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Abstract 
Spiei, S. and H. Toruficzyk, Moving compacta in R”’ apart, Topology and its Applications 41 
(1991) 193-204. 
We prove that if X and Y are compacta such that dim(X x Y) < m and 2 dim X +dim Y G 2m - 2, 
then any two mappings X + R”’ and Y + iw”’ admit arbitrarily close approximations with disjoint 
images. This is a consequence of a more general result which is stated below as Theorem 3 and 
gives a sufficient condition under which two mappings into R”’ admit e-approximation with 
disjoint images. 
Keywords: Compactum, Euclidean space, disjoint images, approximation, dimension of the 
product. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 54F45, 57Q55; secondary 57Q65. 
Introduction 
The following theorem characterizes pairs of compacta X, Y for which the 
logarithmic law for dimension of product fails. 
Theorem 1. Let Xand Y be compacta and m = dim X + dim Y. Then, dim( X x Y) < m 
if and only if any two mappings X + R”’ and Y + R” can be approximated arbitrarily 
close1.v by mappings with disjoint images. 
The history of this result is as follows: In 1983 McCullough and Rubin published 
a paper [ 131 in which they were proving that dim X < m if and only if every mapping 
X + Iw’” is a uniform limit of embeddings. Krasinkiewicz and Lorentz [ 121 found 
a gap in [ 131 and described examples of “disjoint membranes” contradicting a claim 
in [13]. Basing on the Krasinkiewicz-Lorentz construction, McCullough and Rubin 
themselves produced in [ 131 examples of m-dimensional compacta (m 5 2) admitting 
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dense sets of embeddings into R’“. The phenomenon thus exhibited evoked to a 
series of questions (some of which indicated in [ 141); consequently Krasinkiewicz 
[lo] soon established the “if” part of Theorem 1 and Spiez [17] the “only if” part 
for m > 4. 
Above, we merely quoted the presentation of [4]. Let us add here that [4] itself 
contained an independent proof of the m > 4 case based on ideas further developed 
in [3]. (The proof of the “if” part unfortunately relied on an old result of Chogoshvili 
that is under question now; see MR 9Ok:54047 for the description of the gap found 
by Pol. The recent revision circumveys this problem.) The case m = 4 was established 
simultaneously in [19] and in [3]; with X = Y a proof was given slightly earlier in 
[18] and an announcement in [5]. For other interesting constructions along these 
lines see [ll].’ 
In this paper we prove the following theorem which generalizes the “only if” 
part of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2. Let m be an integer and let Xand Y be compacta such that dim(X x Y) < m 
and 
(24 A:=2m-2-2dimX-dim YsO. 
Then, any two mappings X + R” and Y + R” can be approximated arbitrarily closely 
by mappings with disjoint images. 
During the preparation of this paper the authors learned at a conference in Pets 
(August, 1989) that Dranishnikov obtained a similar theorem under the assumption 
dim X + dim Y < :rn - 2. (See [2].) Moreover, Shchepin announced at a conference 
in Khabarovsk (September, 1989) that he was able to improve on Dranishnikov’s 
paper to obtain Theorem 2.* 
For mappings f: X + R” and g : Y + R” we denote by aJg the mapping of X x Y 
into [w” defined by 
q&,~)=f(x)--g(y). 
Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of the following main result of this paper: 
Theorem 3. Suppose aJg admits an e-close approximation A: X x Y+ R”‘\(O) and 
compacta X and Y satisfy (2a) and 
(34 dim Ysm-landrfA=O,thendim Ycm-2. 
Then, there exist mappings f ‘: X --, R”, g’: Y + R” with disjoint images which are 
’ Some of the above information was added in proof. 
* Added in revision: In his most recent preprint “On intersections of compacta in Euclidean space” 
(University of Tennessee, October 1989), A.N. Dranishnikov establishes assertion of Theorem 2, whenever 
X +R”’ is an inclusion and dem X =S m -3. The proof of his Corollary 1 in fact establishes Theorem 2. 
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&lose to f and g respectively, where E = 100 dim X.dim ‘a. If moreover A > 0, then f and 
g’ can be taken so that ar,gF is E’-homotopic to A in Rm\{O}. 
Note that conversely, if f and g admit E’-approximations having disjoint images, 
then aLp has a 2E’-approximation missing 0. The setting of Theorem 3 resembles 
one of a question posed by Krasinkiewicz and Lorentz in [12]. In fact, its proof 
allows to answer this question affirmatively in the dimension range given by (2a) 
and (3a), see Section 4. For further extensions see a forthcoming paper by J. Segal 
and S. Spiez. 
Section 2 of this paper is devoted to proving Theorem 3 and in Section 3 we 
formulate an analogue of Theorem 3 in which f’ = id and g’ is a restriction of an 
ambient homeomorphism of R” (X and Y are then assumed to be subsets of R”). 
Let us note that the general case of Theorem 3 follows easily from the polyhedral 
one, where X and Y are assumed to be polyhedra; therefore we consider in the 
sequel this case only. (The reduction is standard, using small mappings of X and 
of Y onto polyhedra of appropriate dimensions and the result of [7] implying that 
to any E > 0 and any mapping f: S + R”’ of a compactum S there corresponds a 
6 > 0 such that whenever u : S + T is a S-map then there exists a v : T + R” for which 
VU is r-close to $) In the proof we employ results of Weber’s paper [21], which we 
recall in Section 1. We use the notation of [15]. 
We thank E.V. Shchepin for suggesting how to treat the case A = 0, see Proposition 
1.3 here. (In a preliminary version, presented at the Chabarovsk’s conference, we 
were assuming A > 0 unless m -dim X E {2,4, S}.) We are also grateful to L. Husch 
for conversations on Weber’s paper in Fall of 1987. 
1. Coefficient of intersection and separation of disks 
In this section we modify some of the results and notions considered in [21]. By 
B” we denote an m-dimensional PL-ball in R”, and by S”-‘=aB” an (m-l)- 
sphere. Let op and T’ be oriented simpiexes and let 
f I(+“+ B”, g : $+ B” 
be PL-mappings such that 
(a) f is a proper (i.e., f -‘(aB”) =MP) unknotted PL-embedding, 
(b) f(Jcrp)ng(+‘)=O=f(uP)ng(J~q). 
Then BmIf(aP) has the homotopy type of Sm-p-‘. Thus the mapping g 1 JT’ defines 
an element 
I(g, f) E Trq_,(L!TP-‘). 
The mapping J(aP x ?) + S”-’ defined by 
f(x) --g(y) 
(x3 y)+ if(x)-dY)ll 
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induces an element 
a(“6 g) E Tp+,-,(s”-‘). 
By 1 we denote the Freudental suspension. We have (compare [21, Proposition 
11) the following: 
Proposition 1.1. (-l)m-p 2” I(g,f) = a(f; g). 
The following proposition is a modification of [21, Proposition 31. 
Proposition 1.2. Suppose a,;, 1 a( up x TV) is a null-homotopic mapping into R”‘\(O) and 
q<2(m-p-1). Then, there exists a g’:@-, B” such that g’(T4)nf(uP)=0 and 
g’= g on drq. 
Moreover, if A: up x P + R”\(O) such that A= aLg on a(uP x TV) is given, then g’ 
can be taken so that there exist homotopies (h,) : 7q + B” and (H,) : up x 7q + R”‘\(O) 
with the following properties: 
h, = g, h, = g’ and H,, = A, H, = u,-~,; 
h, = g on aTq and H, = u,;~, on d(uP x Tq), for every t E [0, 11; 
(H,) is a Zh-homotopy, 
(1) 
(2) 
if A > A’:= max(2 diam B”, diam A(uP x 7’)). (3) 
Comments on the proof: Weber’s estimate 2m 2 3(n + l), where n = max( p, q), 
can be relaxed to q < 2( m -p - 1) keeping the proof unchanged. Weber’s argument 
establishes the assertion with (3) deleted. To get (3) compose (H,) with a retraction 
of R”\(O) onto C”\(O), where Cm is the A’-ball at a point a E a,;,(a(uP x 7’)); then 
(1) and (2) are preserved. 
The lemma below is needed only to consider the case A = 0. We owe to Shchepin 
the idea of using finger moves to kill the kernel of the suspension homomorphism 
in the dimension range covered by Whitehead’s extension of Freudenthal’s theorem. 
Proposition 1.3. Suppose a,zg 1 a( up x T”) is a null-homotopic mapping into R”\(O) and 
q=2(m-p-l)<m-2. Moreover, letJ;:uP+IWm be embeddings such thatf;(uP)n 
(~(up)ug(~q))=~forO~i<j~s(weletfo=f)andletKbean(m-2)-dimensional 
polyhedron in B” disjoint with U {f;(a”) 10~ is s}. Then, there exist f,!: up+ B”, 
i=O . . 9 s, and g’: 7q + B” such thatf; =f; on auP, g’= g on aTq and (K u g’(T4)) n 
IJ{j:‘(up)IOCiSs}=@ 
Proof. Let X=Bm\lJ{f;(aP)]O~i~s}, X,=B”‘\U{f;(crP)I1<i<s} and X2= 
B”\f;,(uP). Let (Y E n,_,(X) be the homotopy class of g]dT’. We shall first show 
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that a’:= Za E rrJ1X) is trivial. To this end consider the following commutative 
diagram 
i 
. * . A Tq+,(2X,, XX) -2 7rq(EX) i* 7rq(_m,) + . . . 
I A I j2 I 
i’ 
. . * a 7rq+,(xBn*, XX*) “; Trq(IX*) ‘; 7Tq(_xBm) + . . . 
where horizontal lines are homotopy exact sequences of pairs and vertical 
homomorphisms are induced by inclusions. Since g(rq) n U {f;(aP) 11 s i < s} = 8, 
i*(cx’) = 0. Therefore there exists p E rrq+, (IX,, XX) such that a’=aJP). Since 
uf,,,IJ(aP x rq) is null-homotopic in R”‘\(O) and q < 2(m -p) - 1, Proposition 1.1 
and the suspension theorem [9, p. 3121 it follows that E‘l(g,fO) = 0. Consequently 
j2(cz’) = 0 and e;j,(/3) = jza.+(/3) = 0. By Blakers-Massey theorem (see [8, p. 143]), 
j, is a monomorphism. Since also a; is a monomorphism, p = 0. Consequently (Y’ = 0. 
Now, we first assume r := m -p - 1 = iq > 1 and use the following consequence 
of the “delicate version” of Freudenthal’s suspension theorem: If LY E 7rz’-,(X) is 
such that _Ecu =O, then LY is in the subgroup G of n2’_,(X) generated by elements 
[p, -y], the Whitehead product of /3 and ‘y, where p, YE n’(X) (see [22]; in our case 
X is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of r-spheres). We can assume that /3 and y 
correspond to one of the spheres S,, . . . , S, bounding small disks transversal to 
fo(@), . . . , f$( CT”). By pushing along arcs, we modify the Si’s to contain a fixed base 
point of X. Note that [S,, S,] can then be written as the homotopy class of Wi,j 0 u, 
where 
(a) u : S*‘-’ = S’-’ x B’ ” B’ x S’-’ + S’ v S’ is the map with the fibers S’-’ x {x} 
and {x} x S’-’ for each x E Int B’ and S’-’ x S’-‘, and 
(b) wi,j : S’ v S’+ S, v S, is a homeomorphism if i fj and is the “folding” onto S, 
if i=j. 
Thus one can consider arq as the boundary component of a perforated disc D c rq 
such that g(D) is a q-dimensional subset of X and on any other boundary component 
g is of the form wi,j 0 u, for some i, j. It is also easy to see that the composition of 
u with the inclusion S’ v S’ c, S’ x S’ is homotopic to a constant. Therefore, it 
remains to construct fl : a’+ B”\( K u g(D)), i = 0, 1, . . . , s, so that the inclusion 
S, v S, L, B”\Z extends to a mapping S’ x S’ L, B”\Z for all i, j = 0, 1,. . . , s, where 
Z=U{f/(u”)JOCiGs}. 
To this end we fix pairwise disjoint arcs u,,~, 0 < i s j G s, each of which connects 
a point ofJ;(Int o”) to a point off;(Int a”) and is lying outside of u {l;(op)IOs is 
s}u Ku g(D) except for its ends. W’e make finger moves of f;((+“) along all arc 
~~,~,O~i~j~s,togetf”:a~+B”‘. The arising intersections f:(aP) nfj(aP) are of 
dimension 2p - m and in a neighbourhood of an arbitrary point a of this intersection 
we can represent B” as B’p-“’ x BmwP x Bmmp, with Bzp-” corresponding to the 
intersection and the copies of B”-“’ x BmeP to f/(aP) and f:(ap), respectively. In 
a neighborhood of a we have the “characteristic” torus T,,j = (0) x aBmmP x dBm-P 
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which is disjoint from 2. Thus it remains to use the fundamental fact that, with 
appropriate orientations, the inclusions of (0) x aBmAP x (0) and (0) x (0) x dB”-P 
into B”\Z are both homotopic in B”\Z to the inclusions Si * B”\Z and Sj * 
B”\Z, respectively (cf. [l, pp. 3-51). 
If r = 1, then from ZI;(Y = 0 it follows that a is in the commutator subgroup of 
r,(X) and similar finger moves on lJ {f;((r”) 10 < is s} to kill (Y were described in 
[3] in a more general context. 0 
Remark 1.4. With natural modifications, the above proof remains valid with 7q 
being a disjoint union of finitely many q-discs. 
2. Proof of Theorem 3 
The following controlled version of the homotopy extension theorem is well 
known (compare [16, Corollary 5, p. 1181). 
Lemma 2.1. Let (K, L) be a polyhedral pair and let Y be a metric space. Then for any 
mapping 
H’:(Kx{O})u(Lx[O, l])+ Y 
such that H’I LX [0, l] is an e-homotopy there exists an extension H : K x [0, l] + Y 
of H’ which is an e-homotopy. 
By K”’ we denote the s-skeleton of a polyhedron K. We prove the polyhedral 
version of Theorem 3 by applying Lemma 2.1 and the following inductive step. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose P and Q are polyhedra with given triangulations and mappings 
f: P+Rm, g: Q+R” and A: Px Q+Rm\{O} and numbers m, p = dim P, q = dim Q 
and 6 satisfy conditions (4)-(9) below: 
f and g are nondegenerate PL-mappings, (4) 
f(P)r~g(Q’~-“)=0=f(P’~-‘))ng(Q), (5) 
diam f(a)<6 and diamg(r)<6forallsimpZexesaof Pand ~of Q, (6) 
A=2m-2-2p-q>O,qcm-landifA=Othenqsm-2, (7) 
A is &close to a,;, and A = a,;, on P x Q’“-” v P’ F” x Q, (8) 
dim S(f) G max( - 1,2p - m), where S(f) denotes the set of singular 
points off (9) 
Then, there exist mappings f ‘: P + R”’ and g’: Q + R” such that 
f’ = f on PC”-‘) and g’ = g on Q’q-“, (10) 
f’ is 26-close to f and g’ is 26-close to g, (11) 
f’(P) n g’(Q) = 0, and (12) 
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ifA > 0 then f = f’ and the mapping a,:,. is 13&homotopic in R”\(O) 
to A relative to P x Q’“-“. (13) 
For simplicity of notation, we restrict ourselves to the special case Q = Q’q-” u {T}, 
i.e., T is a unique q-simplex of Q. (In the general case one needs to replace the use 
of Proposition 1.3 by Remark 1.4 in the last line of the proof of the case A =O.) 
By (7) and (9) we have 
dimS(f)+dimTs2p-m+q<m. 
Thus, by the general position theorem, we may assume that 
f(W)) n g(7) = 0. (14) 
Also we may assume that 
dim(f(P) A g(Q)) SP + q - m. (15) 
By 9 we denote the family of all p-simplices u of P and by SO the family of all 
simplexes u E 9 such that dist(f( a), g( 7)) < 26. We consider first the case A > 0. 
Claim. There exist a family {B,” 1 CT E S,,} of pairwise disjoint m-dimensional PL-balls 
in R” of diameter less than 26 and a family {TV 1 VE go} of pairwise disjoint q- 
dimensional PL-balls in Int T such that, for every CT E S,,, 
BZnf(P\Int (+)=0, (16) 
f(a) n g(r)= Int BZ’, (17) 
6 = f -‘( B,“) n u is a p-dimensional PL-ball in Int u andf 16 : 6 + B,” 
is a proper unknotted PL-embedding, (18) 
g-‘(f(a))c Int ~=c ~,andg(~,)~ B,“. (19) 
Proof of Claim. Let UE s,,. Then by (5) and (14) we obtain that 
F,=f-‘(g(~))n~cIntc~\S(f). 
Let C, be a collapsible polyhedron in Int (+ containing F, and such that dim C, 5 
dim F, + 1 (one can take C, to be a polyhedral cone). Since f is nondegenerate by 
(15) we have 
dim C ,Sp+q-m+l. 
By (7) and (9) we obtain dim C, + dim S(f) < p. By general position we may assume 
that C, E Int c\S( f ), whence 
f(G) nf(P\Int a) = 0. (20) 
Similarly, it follows that the set 
G = g-‘(f(a) n g(r)) 
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is a subpolyhedron in Int r and dim G,< p+q-m. We shall now construct col- 
lapsible polyhedra 0, in Int r such that 
dim D ,~p+q-m+l,G,cD,andD,,nD,z=O 
if ur # flz (v, U, , u2 E So). 
This can be done by induction, with respect to some ordering of the U’S, as 
follows. Suppose we wish to construct D, and D,, , . . . , Drk missing G, have already 
been constructed. We form a collapsible polyhedron S in Int r such that 
D=D,,u ... uD,,cS, SnG,=0 and dimSsp+q-m+l. 
(Simply, we add finitely many arcs to D using the fact that dim G, > q - 1.) Then 
the complement of some small regular neighbourhood of S contains a collapsible 
polyhedron D, of dimension <dim G, + 1 and containing G, ; since dim D, +p + 
q - m c m we may assume D, to miss IJ {GVVl a’+ g}. 
If (+ E so is such that f( a) n g( 7) = 0 then F, = G, = 0 and we declare C, c Int (+ 
and D,c Int T to be one-point sets such that dist(C,, Dv) ~26. 
Let ~+EF”. Since f(C,)ug(Dv)cf(a)ug(T) whenever f(a)ng(r)#0 thus 
diam(f( C,,) u g( 0,)) < 2S by (6). There exists a collapsible polyhedron H, in R” 
containing f( C,) u g( 0,) and such that 
diam H,, < 26, dim H,<p+q-m+2 and (H,,,f(C,))\O. (21) 
Then dim H, +p < 2p + q - m + 2 < m and by general position and (20) we may 
assume additionally that 
H, n./(a) =f(C,) (22) 
and 
H, nf( P\Int a) = 0. (23) 
Observe also that (7) forces dim H,+dim(f( C,) u g(D,)) < m, whence one can 
assume H,‘s to be pairwise disjoint. (Proceed similarly as when constructing D,‘s.) 
Now, we consider sufficiently small regular neighborhoods Bz of H, in R” for 
UE s,,. Since H, is collapsible, B,” is an m-dimensional PL-ball. By (21), we may 
assume that diam B,” < 26, and, by (23), that (16) holds. The inclusions f(a) n 
g(r) c H, c Int Bz imply (17). We can assume that (B,:‘, B,” nf(a)) is a regular 
neighborhood of the collapsible pair (H,,,f(C,)) in (R”‘,f(Int u)). Then B,” nf(a) 
is a p-dimensional PL-ball and (18) follows (see [ 15, p. 541). 
Since {D,I (+ E So} is a family of collapsible pairwise disjoint polyhedra in Int r 
such that g( 0,) c Int B,“, there exists a family {rm 1 (T E .9,,} of pairwise disjoint 
regular neighborhoods TV, of D, in Int T such that g( T,,) c Int B,“. Then each T, is 
a q-dimensional PL-ball and since g-‘(f(a)) n T c D,,, (19) holds. 
We continue the proof of Lemma 2.2, case A > 0. Let B,“, 6 and T,, for g E %,,, 
be given by Claim. First we will define for every (+ E %. a mapping A, : u x T+ R”\(O) 
such that 
(a) diam A,(ax~)<46, 
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(b) A, = a,, on u x T\G x T,, 
(c) Ala x 7 and A, are 4b-homotopic in R”\(O) relative to d(ax T). 
To this end observe that if u E %‘,,, then from a,;, = A on a( (T x T) it follows that 
A 1 u x T is homotopic to a mapping A, satisfying (b) by a homotopy rel. J(a x 7) 
whose image is contained in the following set 
Z = qg(~ x T\Int(G x 7,)) u A(u x T) c R”\(O). 
By (8), Z is a subset of the &neighbourhood of ~,:~(a x T). By (6), we have 
diam Z ~46 and (a)-(c) hold true. 
Now use Proposition 1.2 to get homotopies (hy) : TV + Bz and (HY) : 6 x T<, + 
Rm\{O} satisfying conditions (l)-(3) with (6, T,, A,,(G x TV) in place of (a, 7, A). In 
particular, (HB) is a 86-homotopy rel. a(& x T,), for any UE so. 
We define a homotopy h, : Q + R” by 
h,(y) = I K’(y) ifye T,, (+E so, g(y) otherwise. 
Since hy(Tr) c B,” for t E [0, l] and diam B,” < 26 for CTE so, (h,) is a 26- 
homotopy between g and g’:= h,. Let H, : P x Q + R” be the homotopy defined by 
H,(x, Y) = 
1 
H:(x, Y) for (x, y) E ax T,,, CT E 90, 
f(x) - h,(y) otherwise. 
We claim that H,(P x Q) c R”‘\(O), for all t E [0, 11. In fact, by (16) and (18) we 
have H,(x, y) =f(x) - hY( y) # 0 whenever there exists a u E 5,, such that x E (P\G) 
and y E TV. If _t’ is in none of the T~,‘s, then H,(x, y) =f(x) -g(y) # 0 for all x E P, 
by (19) and (5). If (x, y) E C? x TV for some UE so, then H,(x, y) = HT(x, y) # 0. 
To complete the proof it remains to note that (H,) is a 8%homotopy between 
~7~~. and a mapping Ho which by (c) is 4&homotopic, in R”\(O) and rel. P x Q’4-“, 
to a mapping u : P x Q + R” such that 
u(x, y) = 
4x3 Y) ifxEuforsomeuE~O, 
f(x) -g(y) otherwise. 
Finally, the straight line homotopy between u and A is &short and takes values in 
R”\(O), by (8) and the definition of To. 
The case A = 0. Then, one can no longer use (21) to get (22) and (23). In fact, 
H,, may intersectf( P)\(g( Q) uf( C,)) in finitely many (say, s) points not belonging 
to f( P’P_“) uf(S(f)). If we form, as before, the regular neighbourhoods B,“, TV, 
and 6, then ci is a disjoint union of sets Go,. . . , G5 such that 
(a) B,” is an m-dimensional PL-ball of diameter <2S and (17) and (19) hold, 
(b) 6; is a p-dimensional PL-ball in P\P’p-“\S(f) and f-‘(JBB,“) n u, = acTi, 
(c) f(G,)ng(r)=!Jifi>O, 
(d) GOc Int u\f’(g(dT)) and f(u,) is unknotted in B,“. 
Thus we can construct f’ and g’ using Proposition 1.3 with K = g(Q\r,) to modify 
f[G and g17,, for every a~$~. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. Assume first A > 0 and write k = dim X, I = dim Y and S = 
100k”‘-“~. Triangulate X Ll Y so that the images of simplices underfU g are E-small. 
We may assume that f :X+R” is a nondegenerate PL-map with dim S(f]X”‘) G 
2i-m, i=O,l,..., k. Proceeding by induction on 1 we may assume that a mapping 
g_, : Y + R” has been constructed so that 
g-*( y(‘-1’) f-Q(X) = 0; 
g-, is &close to g; 
qg_, s b-homotopic to A on X x Y”-” in R”\(O). 
By Lemma 2.1 there exists a mapping A_,: X x Y+R”\{O} such that 
A-, = C-I,_ on X x Y”-” and A-, is &close to q_, . 
Using Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we may construct inductively mappings 
gi: Y+Rrn and Ai:XX Y+R”\{O} (i=O,...,k) 
so that 
(a) gi is 2 * 13’6~close to gi-, and g, = g,_, on Y”-I’; 
(b) gi( Y) nf(X”‘) = 0; 
(c) diam g,(r) < 13’+‘S for every simplex T of Y; 
(d) qg, is 13’+‘&homotopic to A, in R”\(O) and Ai = uLp, on X(j) x Yu 
Xx yC'-I, 
We put g’= gk and f’=f to complete the proof of this case. 
If A = 0, in the kth step we delete condition (d) and state (b) in the form 
f’(X) n gk( Y) = 0, where f’: X -$ IR” is given by Lemma 2.2. 
3. Ambient moves 
If X and Y are subsets of R” we have the following version of Theorem 3: 
Theorem 4. In notation and setting of Theorem 3 assume additionally that X and Y 
are subsets of R” and that f and g are inclusions. Zf 
demX,dem YSm-3 
and 
dim X + dim Y + max(dim X, dim Y) < 2m - 3, 
then one can assert that g’ = g and f’ is the restriction of an ambient homeomorphism 
E’-close to identity. 
Here, by dem we understand Shtanko’s embedding dimension (see [6]). 
Comments on the proof: Assume 2p+q < 2m -3 and 2q +p ~2m -3. Similarly 
as in [21], one can use Irwin’s embedding theorem and Zeeman’s theorem on isotopy 
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of codimension 3 disks in W” to get an ambient version of Proposition 1.2. Then, 
the ambient version of Lemma 2.2 and the polyhedral version of Theorem 4 follow 
by arguments similar to those given in Section 2. To get the general version take 
b-short pseudo-isotopies (u,) and (u,) of R” such that u0 = u, = id and P = u,(X) 
and Q = u,( Y) are polyhedra with dim P = dem X, dim Q = dem Y. 
If 6 is sufficiently small, then the polyhedral version is applicable to P and to Q. 
Name j the arising homeomorphism of R” satisfying j(P) n Q = 0 and put f= 
-1 
u, of0 u, for s sufficiently close to 1. 
4. Inessential product mappings and disjoint images 
In [12] the following interesting question was posed: 
Question. Suppose X and Y are compact and u :X + Bk and u: Y+ B' are such 
that the mapping 
uxu:XxY-*Bm:=BkxB' 
is inessential, i.e., there exists a mapping XX Y+ 8B" equal to u x u on (u x 
u)-‘(aB”). Do there exist mappings u’ : X + B”, 6: Y + B” with disjoint images and 
such that u’= (u, 0) on U-'(dBk) and v’= (0, u) on u-'(aB')? 
The methods of this paper allow to give the following: 
Theorem 5. Under conditions (a) and (b) of Introduction the answer to the Question 
is yes. 
Comments on the proof (polyhedral version): Let f = u x 0 and g = 0 x u; then 
a,;g = u x (-u). From the inessentiality of u x L' it follows that 
a,-g: (X, u-‘(aBk)) x (Y, I.-‘(aB’))+ (R”, R”\(O)) 
is null-homotopic. Now repeat the proof of Theorem 3 with the role of A played 
by a mapping Xx Y+R”\{O} which coincides with aJig on X x U-‘(dB’) u 
u-‘(dBk) x Y The control on dist( f ', f) and on dist(g’, g) is replaced by the require- 
ments that the mappings f '= ii and g’= v’ take values in B” and coincide with f 
and with g on appropriate sets. 
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